
Job rask)lnafysis 
mplo~· r: Stanislaus County 

Occupation: :pu · upen · tn 

:lOcation: I, II , III & Supervisor 

Company Contact: 

9 54 

D tc: October 2009; Updated May 2015 

Analysis Provided By: 

A complete job description is available through Stanislaus County Human Resources. The environmental factors, 
physical and functional demand~ for this Job Task Analysis were documented by Andersen Physical Therapy, Inc. The 
methodology for documentation consisted of on-site visits, using various measuring devices such as dynamometers and 
scales. as well as observation and interviews with employees and managers. A detailed record was made of the physical 
and functional demands of the job in tenns of force pounds, weight, frequency, height, distance, anthropometric 
measurements, stamina, and degrees of range of motion. The determination of the frequencies of functional activities is 
based on standards provided by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) and the Work 
Practice Guide for Manual Lifting (U.S. Department of Commerce, National Technical lnfonnation Service). 

The Job Task Analysis is organized as foll ows: General work description; safety requirements; equipment; 
environmental factors; and physical/functional demands. 

Chief Executive Office- Recruitment Unit 
P.O. Box 3404, Modesto, CA 95354 Phone (209) 525-6341 Fax (209) 525-4056 

Chief Executive Office- Risk Management Division 
1010 l01

h St. , Ste 5900, Modesto, CA 95354 Phone (209) 525-5710 Fax (209) 525-5779 
http ://www.stancounty.com/riskmgmt!risk-dm-jta-class-sub-main .shtm 
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activities may vary to the vur0·~-· requirements of the job tasks that 
the recmi1:ed to at random intervals. 

The Deputy and Supervising Probation Officer classifications are California State Peace Officers as defined Penal 
Code Section 830.5. Under the of the manager, the Deputy Probation Officer I 

'"'"'F>"''"" adult submits required reports to the court 
The Deputy Probation Officer II adult cases 

reports, referrals and nnwlllf"' 

The Deputy Probation Officer III assists the sm,,.r,n~' 
pr<)b<ttlconers as The Supervising Probation Officer functions as the supervisor in 

of any one of several distinct units in the Probation Department. This individual supervises the work of staff 
engaged in the or supervision of juveniles or adults, manages special and performs related duties 
as This individual works under the direction of the Assistant Chief Probation Officer or a Division 
Director. 

SfEClFIC DUTIES: Available through the Human Resources Department at the County of Stanislaus. 

Safety Requirements: All employees are required to observe company safety procedures and standards to insure 
individual and collective safety, in addition to avoiding unnecessary risk to oneself, co-vvorkers, customers, and 
property. 

Equipment: 

1. Ballistic vest 
2. Baton 
3. Camera 
4. Cellular phone 
5. Computer 
6. Copy machine 
7. Dutybag 
8. Equipment duty belt 
9. Facsimile machine 
I 0. Field jacket 
I L Firearms 
12. Gloves 
1 Hand cuff~ 
14. Handheld radio 

15. Hole punch 
16. Keyboard 
17. Ladder 
18. Monitor Device 
19. Mouse 
20. Pencil sharpeucr 
21. Pepper spray 
22. Staple gun 
23. Telephone 
24. Television 
25. Vehicle 
26. Video cassette recorder 
27 Device. 

Deputy Probation Officer I, II, III & Supervising Probation Officer positions are rP!.IJJII'Pfl 

all 
tasks within the Deputy 

the Deputy Probation 
ffWHSI!Y C if the tl!Jifll,LU/'11 
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2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

The following percentages are given in terms of an eight-hour workday: 

Seldom= I 'Yo - 2% 
Occasional - 33% 

Ll'rVIRONME~1AL FACTORS 

-66% 
100% 

Unprotected rooftop, fence. attic. . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. ...... 

around machinery: trat1ic .. 

Exposure to marked in temperature and humidity: outside temperatures may 
seasonally vary between 28-110 degrees. 

Exposure to dust, fumes, smoke, gases, or other irritating substances (specily): ......... . 
Dmg Recovery, Amonia 

Driving: vehicle .................................. . 

Exposure to excessive noise: firearm ........... .. 
Hearing protection is available 

Exposure to radiant or electrical energy: .............. . 

Exposure to solvents or chemicals: .......... . 
Reler to itfSDS document. 

Exposure to slippery or uneven walking surfaces: 

Working below ground:. 
Basement 

lL Unusual factors: foot pursuit.. 

12. 

13. Excessive vibration: 

14. 

. .... Alone: 
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MAXIMUM 
FREQUENCY 

Seldom 

Frequent 

Seldom 

Seldom 

Frequent 

Seldom 

Not Applicable 

Seldom 

Seldom 

Seldom 

Seldom 

Occasional 

Not 

Seldom 

with others: Constant 



treqw::nc:y of the •v••v'"w'" activities may vary ae<:orcllrtg to the 
n0rt"rrn at random intervals. 

PHYSICAL AND FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

Non Material Handling 
Repetitive & Static Work 

SELDO:Vl 

1-4 Reps 
1-4 Reps 
1-50 Reps 

OCCASIOlliAL 

5-32 Reps 
Reps 

51-250 Reps 

:FREQUENT 

33-250 Reps 
Reps 

251-1.000 Rcps 
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job tasks the 

COlliSTAlliT 

67-100% 
251-2.000 Reps 
251-2.000 Reps 
!,00 l-20.000 Reps 

PUSH: Pushing activities may require use of the back in conjunction with leg and arm musculature. 

MAXIMUM REQUIREMENT 
0-10 pounds: Occasional 

lt-100 pounds: Seldom Maximum Force: 100 Pounds 

Assistive Devices: 2 or 4-Wheel Cart Hand Truck. Additionally, one or more person(s) assistance is available with 
forces greater than 100 pounds. 

Comments: Pushing is utilized with activities such as retrieving, returning, storing, adjusting, moving, and/or 
transporting equipment and supplies (e.g. door, cart). The employee exerts up to 100 pounds of force in a horizontal 
plane between waist and shoulder height of a distance up to I 00+ feet when performing job tasks {e.g. open/close door, 
file, drawer; cart; defensive tactics, apprehension, take-down, containment and! or arrest). 

~: Pulling activities may require use of the back in conjunction with leg and arm musculature, 

MAXIMUM REQUIREMENT 
0-10 pounds: Occasional 

ll-100 pounds: Seldom Maximum Force: 100 Pounds 

Assistive Devices: 4-Wheel Cart, Hand Truck. Additionally, one or more person(s) assistance is available with torces 
greater than I 00 pounds. 

Comments: Pulling is utilized with activities such as 
transporting equipment and supplies cart). The employee exerts up to 
plane between waist and shoulder height of a distance up to 3 feet when ,...,,,tf\nnmn 

adjusting, moving, and/or 
l 00 pounds of force in a horizontal 

tasks door, files 
and cart; defensive containment and/or 

carts. 



0-10 pounds: 

11-25 pounds: 

26-35 pounds: 

36-50 pounds: 

51-75 ponuds: 

Seldom 

Seldom 

Seldom 

Seldom 

Seldom 

76-100 ponnds: Not 

Assistive Devices: One or more 
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and waist height. 

Maximum Force: 75 Pounds 

Comments: A stand-up lift is utilized with activities sueh as adjusting, moving, and/or 
transporting equipment, contraband and supplies property. offiee equipment). The employee lifts items weighing 
between <I pound and 7 5 pounds when perforn1ing job tasks l e.g. up to I 0-pound office documentation/tiles; up to 40-
pound box of controlled substance. weapon, stolen property, gang paraphernalia, personal belongings; portable vehicle 
child seat; field attire; office docun1ents, files and supplies; miscellaneous boxes of department presentation 
paraphernalia: ladder). lift up to 200+ pound customer >vhen supporting and/or collateral 
a!>,Pnt·u's and/or colleagues in tactics, containment and or arrest. Safe 
utilizing a posture a/partial squatting and a straight back. 

~~~o!d:llli:d::' Lifting weighted objects from between waist and chest height level for a maximum horizontal 
distance of up to four feet. 

0-10 pounds: 

11-25 pounds: 

26-35 pounds: 

36-50 pounds: 

51-75 pounds: 

MAXIMUM REQUIREMENT 
Occasional 

Seldom 

Seldom 

Seldom 

Seldom 

76-100 pounds: Not Required Maximum Force: 75 Pounds 

Assistive Devices: One or more person(s) assistance is available with weights greater than 75 pounds. 

Comments: A level lift is utilized with activities such as retrieving. returning, storing, adjusting. moving, and/or 
transporting equipment, contraband and supplies (e.g. property, office equipment). The employee The employee lifts 
items weighing between <1 pound and 75 pounds when performing job tasks up to l 0-pound office 
documentation/files; up to 40-pound box of controlled weapon, stolen property, gang paraphernalia, personal 

portable vehicle child seat; field documents, files and miscellaneous boxes of 
ladder). up to 200+ 

containment and/or arrest 

DEPUTY PROBATION OFFICER l, II, Ill, & SUPERVISOR 



0-Ul pounds: Occasional 

11.-25 Seldom 

16-35 pounds: Seldom 

36-50 pounds: 

51-75 pounds: 

76-100 pounds: 

Seldom 

Seldom 
Not ... ,,,,,."'' 

between 

Maximum Force: Pounds 

Assistive Devices: 4-Wheel Cart, Hand Truck ""ctaniOrlaH 
greater than 75 pounds, 

one or more 
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distance 

assistance is available with weights 

Comments: Weight carry is utilized with activities such as and/or 
transporting equipment, contraband and supplies property, document, furniture, office equipment). The employee 
carries items weighing between <1 pound and 75 pounds between 5 feet and 100 feet when perforn1ingjob tasks up 
to 1 0-pound office documentation/files; up to 40-pound box of controlled substance, weapon, stolen property, gang 
paraphernalia, personal belongings; portable vehicle child seat; field attire; oftlce documents, files and supplies; 
miscellaneous boxes of department presentation paraphernalia; ladder), carry up to 200+ pound 
customer when and/or assisting collateral and/or in confrontation, tactics, 
containment and/or arrest. 

OVEBHEAD LIFT/PULL DOWN: Lifting weighted object from/to chest and overhead height leveL 

MAXIMUM REQUIREMENT 
0-10 pounds: Seldom 

11-25 pounds: Seldom 

26-35 pounds: Not Required 

36-50 pounds: Not Required 

51-75 pounds: Not Required 

76-100 pounds: Not Required Maximum Force: 20 Pounds 

Assistive Devices: A vertical ladder, step ladder or step stool is available to bring items to eye or shoulder leveL 
Additionally, one or more person(s) assistance is available with \Veights greater than 20 pounds. 

Comments: Overhead lift/pull down is utilized with activities such as retrieving, returning, storing, adjusting. moving, 
and/or transporting equipment, contraband and supplies (e.g, property, documents). The employee lifts items weighing 
between <I pound and 20 pounds to a maximum height of 72 inches when job tasks search and/or 
collect for controlled substances. weapons, stolen property, gang paraphernalia, documents stored on 
shelves up to 72 inches in height), Variables to overhead will be the and 
reach. 

1\fAXI.l\fUl\f 
Seldom 
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MAXIMUM 

up to a distance of 28 inches when 
and! or and! or pn)b2ltlc,ners 

operate business 
paraphernalia, 
and/or arrest; drive 

visit check: weapons, stolen property, gang 

MAXIMUM 
FREQUENCY: Seldom 

apprehension take-doVvn, containment 
>i'ill vary to the 

Comments: Stooping is performed when retrieving, returning, storing, adjusting, and/or transporting equipment and 
supplies (e.g. supplies or documents located below waist level; evidence search for contraband, weapons; pat-down, 
defensive tactics). Variable to stooping will he the height. Stooping head. trunk and knees can he 
minimized or avoided by or when performingjob tash 

MAXIMUM 
FREQUENCY: Seldom 

Comments: Squatting is utilized when performing job tasks (e.g. documents located below waist level; evidence search 
for contraband, weapons; pat-doVvn; field visit and/or search). Squatting may be minimized or amided by substituting 
alternate positions ofbending, halfkneeling or kneeling Partial squatting is a preferred lifiing posture. 

FORWARD BEND: 

MAXIMUM 
FREQUENCY: Occasional 

Comments: Bending forward at the waist IS 

transporting equipment and/or probationers 
Maximum forward trunk flexion is 60 
the trunk up to 80 
Or ,)U i~U iHfll'. 

MAXIMUM 
Occasional 

storing, and/or 
search for contraband. weapons; pat-doVvTI). 

tcrrmll?w·e may minimize or avoid excessive rnr,A!.crrn 

nP1'1fJIHU at the 



MAXIMUM 
Seldom 

is utilized when 
surveillance; evidence search for contraband, weapons; containment and or 

MAXLMUI\tl 
FREQUENCY: Seldom 
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and/or 

h"'~"'""''""' job tasks (e.g. evidence search of contraband, weapons; physical 
containment; medical reponsc). 
wnu11nnv or hallkneeling. 

be minimized or avoided alternate 

MAXIMUM 
FREQUENCY: Seldom 

Comments: Crawling is utilized when performing job tasks 
search tor contraband). 

16.) STAIR CUMB: 

MAXIMUM 
FREQUENCY: Occasional 

crawl in/out of attic, cm\vl spaces during resident 

Comments: Stair climb is required when performing job tasks to/from the residence, schools, commercial 
buildings. performing school or home field interviews/visits; contraband search). Elevator available in public buildings. 

LADDER CUMB: 

MAXIMUM 
FREQUENCY: Seldom 

Comments: Ladder climbing is performed onto/off of 
located 8+ feet above floor level contraband 

and onmrnnnn>wll'lt 

MAXLI\fUM 
FREQUENCY: 
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MAXIMUM 

utilized for a maximum of 120-minute intervals when tasks 
and/or work; drive court appearance; institution oo•oKJng 

r~a'lQY>nrl pn)bfttlcmers within/out of may be rnnmrt'fl 

MAXIMUM 
FREQUENCY: Occasional 

Comments: Static is utilized for a maximum of I 0-minute intervals when performing job tasks 
field interview with probationers; presentations; with collaborating and/or colleagues; 
operate business machine). 

BALANCE: 

MAXIMUM 
FREQUENCY: Frequent 

Commems: Adequate balance is required tor safe walking, standing, climbing, reaching and lifting. 

MAXIMlJM REQUIREMENT 
HAt~D: 

Right: 
Left: Frequent 

Both: Frequent 

Either: Not Required 

FOOT: 
Right: 

Left: Seldom 

Both: Not ru.•c~urn~u 

Either: Not '"''"'~u·•-.u 

controls 
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Simple 
Firm Grasp: Occasional 

Fine Manipulation: 
Coordination: 

Hand/Foot Coordination: Seldom 

and coordination activities are ,..,,.tr.,-rnc•ti when 
vehicle. documents. office equipment; and/or probationers. equipment and 

Simple grasping is utilized to perform job tasks lift and manipulate objects less than 5 
search, defensive containment). 
Firm grasping is utilized to perform job tasks (e.g. lift and handle 5 pounds or greater; defensive 
tactics, cuft; defensive containment). 
Fine manipulation is utilized to perform job tasks handwrite, keyboard, mouse, page tum, sort, audio/visual, 
cellular phone. key/lock; operate standard issued firearm pull). 
Eye/hand coordination is utilized to perform job tasks (e.g. drive vehicle. handvvTite, keyboard, mouse, page tnm, sort, 

defensive tactics, containment, key/lock; operate standard issued firearm ttigger pull). 
Hand/foot coordination is utilized to perform job tasks (e.g. drive vehicle; defensive tactics). Depending on individual 
hand dominance, one hand may be used more frequently than the other when performing job tasks. 

MAXIMUM REQUIREMENT 
Static Neutral Position: Frequent 

Flexing: Occasional 

Rotating: Frequent 

Extending: Seldom 

Comments: Neck movement is required when performing job tasks (e.g. drive vehicle, desktop work. surveillance, 
contraband search; interview). Participating in ohsermtion environment conditions. 
Full cervical range olmotion is required to the job tasks. 



Stanislaus County 
JOB TASK ANALYSIS SUMMARY 

FREQUENCY DEHNITIONS SELDO:Vl 

Percent Day 
"1aterial Handling 
Non Handling 
Repetitive & Static Work 

Reps 
l-4 Reps 
1-50 

34-66% 
33-250 Reps 

Reps 
.000 
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251-2.000 Reps 
Reps 

1,001-20.000 Reps 

The is a summary of the demands of the Job Task that were obtained fur the position of: 

DEPUTY PROBATION OFFICER I, II, III, SUPERVISOR 

Functional Activities Maximum 
Requirements 

Push l 00 pounds 

Pull I 00 pounds 

Stand Up Lift1 75 pounds 

Level Lift1 7 5 pounds 

WeightCarry1 75 pounds 

Overhead Lift/Pull Down 20 pounds 

Overhead Reach1 Seldom 

Forward Reach1 Frequent 

Stooi Seldom 

The critical 

Squat Seldom 

Forward Bend1 Occasional 

Twist Occasional 

Turn1 Seldom 

Seldom 

Crawl Seldom 

Date: __ ~_ 

Functional Actil'ities 

Stair Climb1 

Ladder Climb1 

Wtdk1 

Sii 

Stand 

Balance1 

Hand Controi 

Foot Controi 

Simple Grasp1 

Firm Grasi 

Fine Manipulation1 

Coordination1 

Hand/Foot Coordination1 

Cervical 

Maximnm 
Requirements 

Occasional 

Seldom 

Frequent 

Frequent 

Occasional 

Frequent 

Frequent 

Frequent 

Frequent 

Occasional 

Frequent 

Frequent 

Seldom 




